CONSULTING UNITS FROM RED HAT CONSULTING

PREPAID CONSULTING UNITS
Consulting Units offer you the flexibility to purchase consulting services from Red Hat in advance and determine your
precise consulting needs later. Buy Consulting Units now
and apply them to any Red Hat Consulting purchase within
12 months of purchase.
If you have budget that has not yet been allocated and are
not completely sure how to make best use of it, Consulting
Units are a great way to invest in your technology infrastructure needs without committing to a specific consulting topic
upfront.
Purchase Information: Red Hat Consulting Units are credits that you can purchase in various quantities. The value of
a Consulting Unit and minimum purchase requirements are
country and currency specific. For further information or purchasing Consulting Units, please contact a Red Hat Sales
Representative by emailing sales@redhat.com, or call 1888-REDHAT1.

CONSULTING UNITS REDEMPTION
Redeem Consulting Units for any Red Hat Consulting
service including - but not limited to: Implementations, Health
Checks, Assessments and Pathways. See full list of services
at www.redhat.com/consulting. Sample offerings include:

IMPLEMENTATIONS
Implementation services provide a standardised installation
of our Red Hat products, making sure it is configured in a
simple, stable, secure and scalable way. Proven methods
will accelerate time-to-value, reduce risk and refocus IT
resources on mission-critical projects and innovation.

HEALTHCHECKS
Healthchecks are a great opportunity to ensure your organisation is getting the most value from your product deployments. During a Healthcheck, our consultants validate your
Red Hat or JBoss product installation, configuration and utilisation. They conduct a performance review and provide recommendations on opportunities for operational
improvements. This service ensures that your Red Hat or
JBoss product is operating at maximum security and efficiency.
DEDICATED RESOURCES
On-site dedicated resources enable you to refocus in-house
resources and accelerate project completion. You can purchase Consulting Units in advance and then apply them to
on-site dedicated resources working with your internal team
to complement any Red Hat service or solution.
PATHWAY SERVICES

PRODUCT SERVICES
Red Hat Product Services are short-term consulting
engagements that help your organisation to realise the
performance, scalability and security benefits of deploying
Red Hat infrastructure and JBoss Middleware products.
Each engagement is designed to accelerate deployments of
Red Hat technologies.

Red Hat Consulting offers professional Pathway Services to
help organisations solve strategic technology challenges,
maximise infrastructure efficiencies, and deliver greater
value to your business. Each Pathway begins with an
assessment of your business goals and your maturity of your
IT infrastructure. It then explores open standards and
concepts, and recommendations to achieve your objectives.

ABOUT RED HAT CONSULTING
Using Red Hat Consulting is a wise investment for organizations looking for trusted advisers with expertise in enterprise
open source.
Red Hat Consulting has a proven track record helping customers understand and develop solutions that tackle real
pain points effectively, both in terms of functionality and cost.
Cumulatively, our consultants have decades of experience
integrating Red Hat enterprise products and solutions into
unique and varying environments—always ensuring maximum performance and value.
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